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CONFORMAL RADIOTHERAPY

USING MULTBLEAF COLLIMATION

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND IN VIVO DOSIMETRY

P.ALETTI
Centre A. Vautrin - NANCY - FRANCE

I-INTRODUCTION

The goal of radiation therapy has been always to cure cancer locally without
excessive side effects on toxicity. Several techniques are used to deliver a high dose
with high precision in the target volume:

• brachytherapy delivering a high dose in the tumor with good protection of
surrounding normal tissues,

• intraoperative and stereotactic radiotherapy.

The evolution of the external beam radiotherapy has continuously resulted in
better local control and reduced toxicity and improved survival.

The newest of these advancements is called three dimensional confonnal
therapy (3D CRT). Then, innovative technology has improved the understanding of the
spatial relationship between the tumor and normal tissues, the definition of the target
volume and the distribution of the irradiation dose in the treated volume. These
developments increase the ability to conform irradiation portals to the volume of
interest Multileaf collimators facilitate application of complex treatment planning to
the daily treatment of patients with conformal irradiation technique.

The figure 1 shows the basic components and function, which has been
identified in the whole process of the 3D conformal therapy.
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Figure 1 : Elements of an integrated 3D planning conformal therapy from Perez - St
Louis (USA) Radiotherapy and Oncology, 36 (1995); 32-43.

The concept of the 3D conformal therapy is to deliver higher doses to selected
target volumes while relatively sparing adjacent normal tissues thus improving tumor
contol probability without increasing treatment morbidity.

Critical requirements in conformal therapy are :
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a) The patient immobilization:
The patient must be positioned and rigidly fixed in such a way that the

reproductibility of this position is accurate from the CT to the simulator (if used) and to
the treatment machine from the first session to the last session of the treatment.

b) The localization:
The different target volumes must be accurately delineated in three

dimensional terms corresponding to the ICRU 50 definitions:
- GIV: Gross Tumor Volume
- CTV: Clinical Target Volume
- PTV: Planning Target Volume.

c) The dose delivery:
The radiation dose must be highly concentrated within a well defined volume

and fall quickly outside this volume.

The ultime goal of quality assurance in external radiotherapy is to ensure that
an accurate dose has been delivered in the defined volume within the scheduled time
with limited dose to surrounding normal tissues. Quality assurance is the total
compliance with the prescription and the strictness of its execution using all the means
available.

The need for QA is universally acknowledged and there now exist general
guidelines and recommendations for proper QA programs (AAPM - Task Group 40
1994 - SFPH-SFRO 1995, Kutcher and Purdy 1992,...).

H - GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

I L 1 - Technical level

A quality assurance program includes systematic controls on :
- equipment,
- beam calibration,
- safety of the personnel

according to therapeutic prescriptions, modulated controls and recommendations
loading to the different technical levels:

- level 1 : simple technique
- level 2 : sophisticated technique
- level 3 : high technical treatment.

The setting up and development of new techniques are classified in the level 3.
Conformal radiation therapy is necessary classified in level 3 during the period of
development and afterwards in level 2.

Technical levels 2 and 3 justify more human and technical means than level 1.

IL2 - SFPH-SFRO recommendations (personnel and equipments).

Table 1 presents the recommendations for different configurations:
~ two treatment units,
- three or more treatment units.
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Table 1 : Full time staff and equipment of the radiation therapy department for two
treatment units and more: SFRO-SFPH recommendations

Number of patients
treated /year

Technical level

Low energy X-rays

Simulator

CT scan access

Treatment planning system

Manpower resources
Radiation oncologist

Radiation physicist

Maintenance technician

Engineer

Physics aid technologist

Radiation technologist

- for each treatment unit

- simulation
- dosimetry
- immobilisation system
(moulds, masks)
- shielding blocks
- low energy X-rays

Two treatment units
(one cobalt unit or equivalent

+onc multi-energies accelerator)
600 to 1000

land 2 (3*)

yes

yes

yes

yes

1/150** to 350
patients/year
(according to

number at level 2 or 3)

1/400*** to 600
patients/year

1

-

(according to
organisation)

2 simultaneously
(3 if special techniques)

at least 2 simultaneously

(+ according to organisation)

Three treatment units
or more

2:1000

1.2 and 3

yes

yes

yes

yes (3D)

1/I50**to250
patients/year

1/400 to 600
patients/year

2

1 (if level 3)

(according to
organisation)

2 simultaneously
(3 if special techniques)

at least 2 simultaneously

(+ according to organisation)

* the level 3 needs an availability of the equipment and of the staff difficult to obtain with this
configuration
•* for the structures with level 3. research and education.
• •* at least two radiation physicists.

These recommendations don't take the specificity of the 3D conformal therapy
into account.

IL3 - Time and effort for 3D conformal therapy

Perez (1995) gives information on the time and effort for the various steps of
3D conformal therapy recorded by the physician, physicist and dosimetrist.

Table 2 shows the time and effort per patient using a fast and user friendly
commercial CT scan (ACQSIM).
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Table 2 : Time and effort for 3D treatment planning (average (min) per patient) with
ACQSIM (Picker Corp.).

Procedure

No. of patients, T&E
Average so. of CT slices
Immobilization
CT scanaing'rcconstruciionffilming
Contouring

Normal tissues
TurnorAargct volumes

Virtual tunulation/dose computation
Pias evaluation/optimization

By physician
By physicist

Plan documentation preparation
Verification simulation
Treatment devices

Head
and
neck*

40
101
18
44

76
110
231

37
28

114
53
20

Thorax

20
77
IS
40

44
35
82

17
30
77
36
16

Prostate

39
77
18
37

73
38

190

23
28

12S
57
23

T&E, time/effort analysis,
"Includes pediatric patients.

The maximum and median average patient treatment times with conformai or
standard therapy are summarized in table 3.

Table 3 : Comparison of time and effort in 3D conformai irradiation and standard
techniques (from Perez and al).

Anatomic site No. of patients Average no. of fractions Average treatment times recorded (min)

Maximum

31.8
32.9

28.4
20
28.9

39
24

29.6
35.2
31
42

Median

14
12.5

13.2
12
11.8

19
14

11.5
111
11.2
11.7

SD

±4
±3.3

±3.6

±2

±4

* 4
±36
±4.3
±4

Conform*! technique
Brain
Head and neck
Thorax (lung)

Cerrobend*
Multileaf collimation

Hepalobiliary/pancrea*
Prostate

Cerrobend*
Multileaf collimation

Standard technique
Brain
Head and neck
Thorax (lung)
Hepatobiliary/pancreas
Prostate

Cerrobend*

12
45

70
5

23

50
9

24
80

105
5

84

31
34

34
30
28

34
34

31
34
34
28

34 24.3 9.8

*Cerrobend tailored blocks or bilateral arc rotation.
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ID - QUALITY ASSURANCE OF EXTERNAL BEAM RADIATION THERAPY
EQUIPMENT

For conformal therapy, the equipment subject to QA procedures includes
treatment machines, simulators, CT scanners, treatment planning systems and treatment
verification systems.

in . l - Computer controlled accelerators

Protocols and recommendations have been established by national and
international groups (AAPM, IAEA, ICRU, SFPH, NACP,...) for standard machines.

However computer controlled accelerators are used in 3D conformal therapy
and it is more difficult to perform proper operation than it is for a standard machine
particularly if there is a multileaf collimator.

Quality assurance for a computer controlled accelerator starts with acceptance
testing to verify the proper and safe operation of the particular machine. All of the tests
traditionally performed on non computerized accelerators are performed plus tests to
verify operation of software, communications and hardware, software/user interfaces.

Periodic routine QA procedures and measurements monitor the operation of
the machine and guide the user in keeping it running according to its mechanical and
radiation specification.

While acceptance and periodic QA tests are often easy to perform in a
"service" mode, on computer controlled machines such tests may not always accurately
predict the behavior of the equipment in clinical modes of operation (Rosen, Radiation
Therapy Physics, 1995).

Therefore, it is recommended that whenever possible, tests be performed in the
operation modes used to treat patients. Safety interlocks especially should be tested in
clinical modes.

A report on the safety issues for computer controlled accelerator has been
recently published by the AAPM Task Group 35 : Medical Accelerator Safety
considerations.

The new technology for the 3D conformal therapy (Fraas, 1994) treatments
creates the need for much additional routine quality assarance work, both in accepting
and commissioning the machine and in routine Q A checks. Additional consideration
include:

- table motion under computer control

- gantry / collimator/ table angle motion under computer control

- multileaf collimator shaping

- computer-controlled intensity modulation devices (dynamic wedge,
scanned beams,...)

- collision avoidance technology (software and/or hardware)
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The Q A program approach to each items depends on its use in the clinical
practice. For example, if a key feature in all modern 3D conformal therapy approaches
is the use of a computer controlled multileaf collimator. While it is possible to create
any field shape* with poured blocks, one cannot use treatment plans that routinely
employ more than 4 to 6 fields with fixed blocks because of the time that it takes the
therapist to enter the room, manually switch the blocks, and leave the room. Multileaf
collimator allow to change the shape of the field in complex ways without entering the
accelerator room.

Q A of this particular part of the Unac consists of

1 - For the acceptance test (example: Philips MLC)

- the check leaf bank alignement (to ensure that the leaf bank is correctly
centred with the respect to the head); (film at the isocenter exposed
with a height adjustment) : figure 2
standart irregular beam for centeringang : figure 2

Y-DIAPHRAGMS
\ LEAF 1 LEAF 41

LEAVES
2, 3, 4

X-DIAPHRAGMS

LEAVES
19, 20, 21 22

LEAVES
37, 38, 39

Ai

B
j L

LEAVES
42, 43, 44

LEAVES
59, 60, 61, 62

NOTE:- CRDSSVIRES
MUST APPEAR CENTRAL
BETWEEN LEFT AND
RIGHT LEAF BANKS

LEAVES
77, 78, 79

1
40 LEAF 80 » - " - -

Figure 2 : Check irregular beam (Philips acceptance test)
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The alignement of the leaf bank to the backup Diaphragm face (figure 3).

(Dl = D 2 / D 3 = D4 /± 1 mm)

LEAF 5

Y BACK-UP DIAPHRAGMS

X BACK-UP DtAPHRAGM

LEAF

BANK

Yl

D31

_ . I

LEAF

BANK

Y£

LEAf 75

X BACK-UP DCAPHRAGM

Figure 3 : Standard irregular beam for alignement of Diaphrgms with leaf,

and
- the check calibration of the leaves (agreement between the x ray field size

the indicated field size

- the output factors (square, rectangular fields and irregular fields)

- the transmission through the leaves with different head angles

- the effective penumbra (80 - 20 % or 90 - 20 % as Brahmesuggestted) in
different situations (X penunbra, Y penumbra according to the angle between
the back up diaphragm and the direction of the leaves (figure 4).
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Figure 4 : Variation of the effective penumbra according to the angle between leaves
and back up diaphragm
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2 - For the routine Q A

- the check of the leaf alignement

- the check of the positions of the leaves

- the check calibration of the leaves

Before using MLC in clinical practice it is imperative to perform a
comparative study of MLC and cerrobend blocks penumbras (table 4)

ENERGY

6MV
15 MV

Depth (dmax)

1,5 cm
3,0 cm

MLC (mm)
0° 15 ° 45 °

3,5 4,8 7,7
4,5 5,7 8,4

Cerrobend Blocks

3
4,5

Table 4 : Comparaison of penumbra for MLC and divergent cerrobend blocks (from
Powlis -1992)

Work on beam shaping has delineated several different methods for setting MLC edges
relative to a desired beam aperture (figure 5)

- set each leaf so that the aperture touches the innermost part of the leaf

- set each leaf so the aperture touches the outermost part

- set the leaf so that the area which is overlapped by the leaf end equals the area
underlapped
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Leaf Touch Leaf Center

Equal Area* Inside Edge

Figure 5 : Different methods for setting MLC edges relative to a desired aperture (from
Fraas, 1994)

HL2 - CT scanners and simulator

The most important problem in the use of the CT Scans for treatment planning
is the table top because of the difficulty to reproduce the radiation therapy couch top
and then the position of the patient

The correlation of the CT numbers with electron densities and the variation of
CT numbers with position and phantom size should be determined

The simulator should be subjected to the same mechanical checks as
accelerators. In addition the simulator should be checked for image quality
according to established guidelines for diagnostic radiography units.

HI J - Treatment planning systems

3 D conformal therapy treatments rely heavily on treatment planning systems
to delineate the different volumes (GTV, CTV ant PTV) and to design individual
patient treatments.
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Treatment planning softvare is used to create beam outlines based on the 3 D
shape of the target volume and normal tissues to select beam directions, to define
the shape of the fields and the location of the leaves (if MLC is used) to comportc
the optimal dose to be delivered from each beam ant to calculate the dose volume
histogram. Geometric and dosimetric errors in the treatment planning can be
adversely affect the quality of the treatment and defeat the gains from using a
conformal technique.

The are four distinct areas of QA for treatment planning systems (Rosen 1994):

- dose model evaluation
- algorithm verification
- accuracy of hardware peripherals
- database accuracy

Some test for 3 D calcultion are proposed (J. C Rosenwald - Dynarad, 1995) to
evaluate the accuracy of the 3 D dose calculation taking inhomogeneitics, the shape
of the external surface of the patient into account
The penumber must bi checked in different situations (particularly in case of the use
ofMLV)

IV - EXTERNAL BEAM TREATMENT PLANNING

In 3D conformal therapy, treatment planning is a process that begins with the
localization, and continues through imaging, graphical planning plan
inplementation, treatment verification and finishes with the plan summary. It entails
interactions between radiation physicists, radiation oncologists, radiation
technologists and the engineer.

Each step of the complex treatment planning process involves a number of
issues relevant to quality assurance.

IV.l - Localization:

This step is designed to find the optimal treatment position and create the
adequate immobilization devicxe that are going to be used to retain the patient in
that position. Markers are located in the patient and the immobilization system.

IV2 - Imaging

The patient is placed in the immobilization device and is scanned in CT scan or
MRI, special markers are repaired

IV3 - Data transfer to the TPS

FV.4 - Contouring/ target volume and normal organ definition

CT is used and the geometrical accuracy should be checked.

The different volumes (GTV, CTV, PTV) must be correctly defined.
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The first step involved defining margins to account for possible extracapsular
extension of tumor to be added to the GTV (Gross tumor volume) : the CTV
(Clinical target volume is obtained)

The second step is to defined the PTV (planning target volume) from the CTV.
the planning target volume (PTV) is a geometrical concept, and it is defined to
select appropriated beam sizes and beam arrangements, taking into consideration
the set effect of all the possible geometrical variations, in order to ensure that the
prescribed dose is absorbed in the CTV (ICRU 50 : prescribing, recording, and
reporting photon beam therapy)

The concept of the PTV includes CTV and margins:

• margin due to the movements of the tissues which contain the CTV (c g with
respiration), as well as movements of the patient,

• variations in size and shape of the tissues that contain the CTV (e.g different
filling of the bladder)

• variationss in the beam geometry characteristics (e.g beam sizes, beam
directions)

The evaluation of the different margins is fundamental in conformal therapy.
The figures 6 shows the impact of different margins on rectal dose (Roach, 1993)
for patient treated with a localized prostate cancer.
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Figure 6: Impact of margin size on rectal dose (Roach 1993)

Roach has evaluated the two types of movements (patient and prostate) and has
defined the ideal margin for the different fields : table 6 and table 7
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Magnitude or deviation Patient movement A-P prostate movement* SI prostate movement*

Average
Median
Minimum
Maximum
as 0.25 cm
£ 0.5 cm
a; 0.75 cm
£ 1.0 cm

0.4 cm
0.4 cm
0.0 cm
1.4 cm

49 (24%)*
I32(66%)f

184(92%)'
196 (98%)f

> 0.5 cm anterior
0.5 cm
0.0 cm
2.0 cm

25 (50%)
30(60%)
36 (72%)
41 (82%)

, , i............. i — i

< 0.5 cm superior
0.0 cm
0.0 cm

- I.I cm
37 (74%)
48 (96%)
49 (98%)
49 (98%)

Note: Based on measurements made on 22 patients, modified from Roscnthal et al. (27).
* Estimated from the report by Ten Haken et al. based on 50 patients studied with and without their rectums filled with COMMM

(35).
*p value < 0.001 compared to those patients treated without immobilization.

Table 6: Patient and prostate movement assumptions (from Roach 1993)

Prostate interfaces "ideal margins11

Posteno-lateral 0,75 -1,75 cm
Posterior-oblique 1,5 - 2,0 cm
Superior 1,75-2,0 cm
Inferior 2,25 cm
Anterior lateral 2,0 cm
Anterior oblique 1,75 cm

Table 7 : ideal margins due to the organ movement (prostate)
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IV.5 - Aperture design

Field apertures can be defined interactively using beam's eye view (BEV)
computer displays in which volumes are projected into a plan along ray lines that
emanate from the source. BEV accuracy as a function of gantry angle, collimation
angle, field size and isocenter distance should be confirmed prior to use and
checked as part on going QA. The location of each leaf is determined for each field
according to the rule defined in the figure 5

IV.6 - Computation of dose distributions

The dose computatoin algorithms should be checked as part of the
commissioning and on going QA of the treatment planning system

FV.7 - Plan evaluation

Dose volume histograms (DVH s) must be used to the plan review process

IV.8 - Computation of monitor units

The accuracy of the calculation of monitor units is affected by a great number
of factors which must be checked regularly.

IV.9 - Quality control of daily treatment

External beam therapy includes different steps requiring correct data transfers
A good agreement between preparation of the treatment and the first patient set-up,
as well as a good reproducibility for each treatment session in essential. Any error
occuring during the preparation of the treatment will lead to a systematic deviation
repeated at each session.

Errors occurring during daily sessions are mainly random and of human origin.
They concern dose level or geometrical data of irradiation, through misadjustments
of the treatment unit or inaccurate patient set-up.

a) Source of errors (SFRO-SFPH recommendations)

Agreement between the preparation of the treatment and the first patient set-
up.

Before performing any adjustment of the treatment parameters on the therapy
unit, it is necessary to check die critical step which is the data transfer from the
treatment preparation to the treatment execution.

Assuming a correct geometry, dose calculations require knowledge of the
following parameters : beam quality, energy, adjustement of the timer or the
monitor, dose rate, accessories (shielding blocks, block holders, compensating
filters, bolus, additional colHmators, beam scattering filters).

As for geometry, the following parameters must be considered : SSD (source-
skin distance) and/or STD (source-tumour-distance), beam direction (gantry,
collimator, treatment couch), leaves positions.

In addition, the following parameters concerning the patient himself must be
taken into account: identification, position related to immobilization and support
devices.
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Possible errors can be related either to data transmission, interpretation or lack
of attention.

- Reproductibility of the treatment sessions :

All the parameters mentioned above can be the subject of random errors while
performing the treatment sessions, in addition to systematic errors remaining after
the first patient set-up.

- Checking and recommendations

Cheks of the treatment conditions can be performed according to three main
modalities after the validation of the treatment plan :

- initial comprehensive checking during the first set-up or before the first
treatment session,

- systematic check before each session,

- check by samples.

Additional clinical and paraclinical checks must also be considered, at least
weekly. Whatever the technical level, it is mandatory to use a treatment sheet as
simple as possible, well designed, allowing any qualified person to check it easily,
properly filled so that all the data required for the treatment are available without
ambiguity.

An independent checking of both physical and medical treatment date has been
considered as mandatory to ensure the coherence and the compliance of the
treatment with the prescription.

b - Recommandations for 3 D conformal therapy :

The treated volume is very closed to the clinical colume.

The following quality control systems are recommended

a) personalised immobilization system and/or a use of a system for a very strict
immobilization periodically checked in time.

The use of computer system to:
-create
- transfer
- control
-verify
- the treatment parameters, allowing the random errors to be reduced, after

careful check of the data introduced.

The presence of the radiation oncologist, the physicist and the technologist
who performed simulation, for the first session.

- portal images at the first set-up and at a modification of the technique and at
least once a week, with EPXD electronic portal imaging device) From these checks,
it is important to evaluate the uncertainties of the set-up of the patient (evaluation of
the margin)
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- in vivo measurements atre recommended for the first session (for each field,
entrance dose at the level of the central axis of the field).

It is useful to perform such measurements periodically and if possible at the
level of sites of interest and in other areas.

The role of in vivo dosimetry is :

- to detect errors in individual patient and then to avoid systematic errors
(Noel, Aletti 1995),

- to evaluate the quality of specific treatment techniques (LEUNENS, 1990,
91,92

CONCLUSION

To have an effective quality assurance program for the 3D conformal therapy
using multileaf +collimator it is required to assure that resources are avalaible,
including:

- personnel

- QA test tools and equipment

- assigned time for performance of QA program

- assigned time for the training of all personnels.

In addition to these recommendation it is mandatory to paiticipat at different
comparisons between radiotherapy centers:

- dose calibration

- evaluation of the accuracy of the dose calculation algorithms

- the contouring of the target volume and normal organ

- the evalauaion of the margins
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